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SYMBOLS

GENERAL INFORMATION
This POLAR® catalogue cancels all previous catalogues. We reserve the right 

to make changes in design or construction at any time without incurring any 

obligation in incorporating such changes in tools or equipment previously sold. 

We also reserve the right to discontinue the manufacture or offering for sale 

through POLAR® dealers of any tools or equipment at such time as we consider 

necessary.

Dimensions shown in this catalogue have been rounded to the nearest fractional 

size or nearest tenth millimeter and are not exact product specifications.  

Ask your local POLAR® representative or POLAR® customer service for product 

specifications if required.

We cannot accept the responsibility for the results of using tools which have 

been abused or badly worn, such as punches and chisels mushroomed by  

hammer blows, or the incorrect use of tools, or tools repaired by others.  

The catalogue is distributed by POLAR® and all items may be available in each 

country. For detailed information about the availability and pricing, please  

contact your local POLAR® representative or POLAR® customer service.

Copyright: All text, photos and illustrations are protected by copyright. No part of  

this material may be reproduced without written permission from Polar Tools A/S.

Slotted

VDE tested, voltage with stand 
strenght up to 1000 volt

Tools with added value

ACR profile

Go-through blade

EAN code

Packaging (inner carton)

Weight

Phillips®

Pozidriv®

Torx®

Torx® (Sockets)

Tamper Resistant Torx®

Hexagon

Square

Hexagon (Bit sockets)

Dimensions (L x H x W)

ACR

6-Point (Sockets)

12-Point (Sockets)
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